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ABSTRACT

Voice User Interfaces (VUIs) are growing in popularity. However, even the most current VUIs regularly cause frustration
for their users. Very few studies exist on what people do to
overcome VUI problems they encounter, or how VUIs can be
designed to aid people when these problems occur. In this
paper, we analyze empirical data on how users (n=12) interact
with our VUI calendar system, DiscoverCal, over three sessions. In particular, we identify the main obstacle categories
and types of tactics our participants employ to overcome them.
We analyzed the patterns of how different tactics are used
in each obstacle category. We found that while NLP Error
obstacles occurred the most, other obstacles are more likely
to frustrate or confuse the user. We also found patterns that
suggest participants were more likely to employ a “guessing"
approach rather than rely on visual aids or knowledge recall.
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INTRODUCTION

Voice User Interfaces (VUIs) are rapidly being integrated
into our daily lives. Major companies such as Amazon and
Google are investing further into Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) technologies [1] which power VUIs. As a result,
we have VUI products like Amazon’s Alexa-enabled devices,
Google Home, and Apple’s HomePod being embedded into
people’s homes and becoming a part of their daily routines.
Similar to Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs), VUIs are becoming a common way to interact with computers.
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However, today’s VUIs face many unresolved challenges.
In addition to the error rates of natural language processing
(NLP), users are struggling to make correct mental models [8,
3, 14]. For example, Shneiderman argued that “Speech is slow
for presenting information, is transient and therefore difficult
to review or edit, and interferes significantly with other cognitive tasks” [14]. Others have observed that the invisible nature
of VUIs, compounded by the imperfection of NLP technology,
makes them difficult to learn and use [2, 3, 8].
To improve the learnability and usability of VUIs, existing
research has focused on new interaction techniques [17, 9, 2]
and better algorithms [12] to increase speed and reduce error
rates. Meanwhile, we need to understand how users interact
with current VUIs, what challenges they face, and how they try
to resolve them. Currently, we have limited understanding of
these questions, with a few exceptions [8, 10, 6, 5]. The paper
extends this line of work by examining empirical usage data
(compared to self-reported data [8, 10]) on a new VUI system
with modern NLP technology (compared to early generation
VUI systems [6, 5]).
In particular, we present results from a user study of DiscoverCal, our VUI calendar manager with adaptive discovery
tools (ADT) [3]. We analyzed how 12 participants, with selfreported technical backgrounds, interacted with DiscoverCal;
each participant used the system for three sessions over 7 days.
Our main research questions are: 1) what are the categories
of obstacles the users encountered, and 2) what tactics they
developed to overcome these obstacles? Based on our analysis,
we present 4 obstacle categories, 10 tactic categories, and the
patterns that exist between them. By analyzing these patterns,
we found that NLP Error obstacles are the most common,
but other obstacles hindered our participants more. Also, we
found our participants relied more on guessing to overcome
obstacles than knowledge recall or visual aids.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. First, we review
related VUI user experience (UX) research. Then we describe
our previous study using DiscoverCal and our methodology
for this paper’s study. Finally, we present our results and
discuss their design implications for future VUIs.

RELATED WORK

Many existing works on VUIs focus on improving its learnability and user satisfaction. For instance, Purlington et al. [10]
analyze VUI sentiment through Amazon customer reviews of
Alexa’s Echo to uncover characteristics that lead to higher user
satisfaction. Research shows that users significantly prefer
the personification of VUIs and that this anthropomorphism
can improve the user’s experience [11]. Other UX-focused
research tests how to support VUI learnability through adaptive visuals and commands [2, 4]. Researchers also focus on
the VUI’s medium; for instance, designing for smaller mobile displays using adaptive visuals to support a VUI system’s
discoverability [17].
Regarding how users interact with VUIs, research found that
there are “important differences” between how human users
speak to computer systems and other humans [13]. For example, communication with a computer system is brief. Participants also experienced difficulty with the retention of information and commands when using a VUI [6]. Comparing VUIs
to GUIs, users reported that “it is hard to talk and think than
type and think.” [5] This research highlights the importance
of understanding how users interact with VUIs, showing that
the conventions of human-human and human-GUI interaction
do not always apply.
Relatively little work has been done on close empirical analysis of user interactions with VUIs. Luger and Sellen [8]
interviewed “regular” users of VUIs to analyze what fosters
and deters everyday use. They found differences in technical knowledge influenced participants’ initial expectations.
Purington et al.’s [10] sentiment analysis of online reviews
showed that the people who personified Alexa had higher satisfaction with the VUI system, but most reviewers referred to
it with object pronouns. In comparison, our work also strives
to understand how VUIs are used, but our approach focuses
on directly analyzing empirical data to do so.
Similar studies have been conducted with previous generations
of VUIs in the 1990s [6, 5]. Schneiderman elaborates on
these in his well-known paper on the limitations of VUIs [14].
These studies are examples of the obstacles VUIs pose. Karat
et al. [5] categorized different types of dictation errors and
techniques to correct them. We extend and re-evaluate their
work by studying modern VUIs with more sophisticated NLP
and interaction methods.
Several studies [15, 7] examined the role of hyperarticulation,
a tactic users of VUIs often deploy to resolve a problem “by
speaking more slowly, more loudly, and more clearly.” [15]
A command in VUI is broken into two parts, its intent (what
the user wants to do) and its utterance (how the user says it).
Stent et al. found participants more frequently hyperarticulate
content words in an utterance after an error rather than the keywords [15]. For instance, the utterance “Add an event called
Morning Meeting,” “Add an event” are keywords because they
declare this utterance maps to the Create Event intent, while
“Morning Meeting” are content words, providing more information about the event being created. In our research, we look
at a wide variety of tactics, including hyperarticulation, em-

Figure 1. Screen shot of DiscoverCal with ADT

ployed by users with technical backgrounds when they interact
with unfamiliar VUIs.
METHODOLOGY

We analyze data from DiscoverCal, a VUI calendar manager
(Figure 1). The primary method of interaction is voice, using
Dialogflow1 (a machine learning NLP library) for processing
voice commands. A GUI was designed for DiscoverCal to
display the calendar and provide information on possible voice
intents and utterances.
DiscoverCal uses adaptive discovery tools (ADT) to help users
learn supported utterances and intents and discover new ones.
ADTs adapt to the system’s context and provide users with
contextually relevant information to aid in interactions. DiscoverCal’s menu adapts based on the participant’s successful
usage of intents and shows more complex intents progressively
for the system. More details of the design of DiscoverCal can
be found in our prior work [3].
To test ADT’s impact on extended learnability, we conducted
a between-subject study (n=26) balanced for gender and previous VUI usage. Our experimental group used DiscoverCal
with its ADT menu, and the control group used a version of
DiscoverCal with a static menu. For both groups, each participant carried out pre-written tasks with DiscoverCal in three 30
minute sessions over the length of one week. All participants
had the same tasks; with 3-4 tasks per session. In each session,
they were asked to complete the same set of tasks including:
creating events, modifying events, deleting events, and inviting attendees to events. We used a lab with one facilitator
handing the participants their tasks and recorded each session
with both a stationary camera and screen recordings. Once
a task was done, the participant was handed the prompt for
the next task. Each session was followed by a semi-structured
interview that was also recorded. DiscoverCal also captured
every utterance as it was processed by Dialogflow, with the
intent it mapped to, and DiscoverCal’s response. With this
data, we were able to have two transcripts for each session:
what the participant said, and what DiscoverCal processed it
as. We used the Think Aloud protocol to gather data on users’
reactions. For it not to interfere with the voice commands, we
1 https://dialogflow.com/

Figure 2. % of Total Obstacles Recorded (146)

designed DiscoverCal to only process voice input when the
user presses a button, indicating that they are speaking to the
system.
In this paper, we focus specifically on analyzing what categories of obstacles users encountered and the tactics users
developed to work around them. We randomly selected 12
participants, controlled for gender, experimental and control
groups (6 from experimental and 6 from control group), and
previous VUI usage, for in-depth analysis. In a post-test questionnaire, each participant self-identified as having a technical
background. Participants were ages 18-44 years old (6 male,
6 female). These participants were recruited from the departments of Digital Media and Computer Science majors from a
university located in a major U.S. city.
We followed a systematic procedure to code 36 transcripts,
three transcripts per participant, as follows. In the beginning,
one researcher generated an initial code scheme performing
the first iteration of open and axial coding [16] on each transcript while watching its corresponding video recording. The
code scheme was presented and discussed with three other
researchers. Once the codes included in the code scheme (i.e.,
obstacles and tactics) was agreed upon by this group, coding was performed by two researchers using the iterated code
scheme. Multiple coding for the tactics was used because
participants could use multiple tactics per utterance. With this
data, we generated transition tables by calculating the probability of transitioning from using one tactic to using another to
uncover tactic patterns.
RESULTS

In this section, we present our results regarding 1) what are
the common obstacle categories users of DiscoverCal encountered, and 2) what are the categories of tactics applied accordingly.
Obstacle Categories

We identified four main categories of obstacles in our data. A
total of 146 obstacle occurrences were recorded. The percentage breakdown per obstacle category of that total is summarized in Figure 2. As expected, the most encountered obstacle was NLP Error obstacles; making up 52.1% of the total
obstacles counted. Unfamiliar Intent obstacles were the second most common while Failed Feedback and System Error
showed similar results.

or 2) the participant tries to execute an intent that the VUI
system does not support. This obstacle is a reflection of the
participant’s mental model of the VUI system. Encountering
these errors shows the participant is not fully aware of what
the VUI system can do and/or how to structure utterances
to achieve desired intents. For example, Participant 1 first
said, “Schedule study session,” to create an event which is not
supported by DiscoverCal. “Add event study session" would
be supported though.
OB2: NLP Error

NLP Error obstacles occur when the NLP “misheard” the
participant and/or maps their utterance to the wrong intent.
We only categorized NLP errors that were perceived by the
participant as an NLP Error obstacle. NLP errors were very
common, but sometimes they did not interfere with the participant achieving their goal. As the most common obstacle, the
participants commented on this frequently in their follow-up
interviews. Participant 12 commented, “...it’s a great new,
blooming technology [voice control], but it still has it’s little
kinks like, ’N,’ and ’M,’ sounds are a little weird for it.” Even
with these “kinks,” we coded that half our participants (6 out of
12) expressed faith in NLP to advance, making these obstacles
less of an issue in future VUIs.
OB3: Failed Feedback

DiscoverCal is a VUI with both visual and audio feedback.
At times, participants were observed to have ignored or misinterpreted this feedback which caused future errors. These
instances were categorized as Failed Feedback obstacles since
the feedback was not clear enough or did not provide the
participant with the information they needed to achieve their
goal. These obstacles reflect the VUI’s design, and show when
feedback design needs to be further improved.
For example, Participant 4 created an event with a long title
and later could not edit it. This is a failure of visual feedback.
The participant struggled to find her event on the calendar, and
remember the event title to say to the GUI. She commented on
this, asking “How do I like, figure out, the name, of the group?
If I want to change it?”
For audio feedback, an obstacle can occur when VUI’s feedback is ambiguous. A limitation of DiscoverCal is that the
date and time must be given at at the same time. This was not
always clear to the participants that they must say both the
date and time in one utterance. DiscoverCal’s feedback in this
instance is not clear to all users and can confuse them; causing
a Failed Feedback obstacle.
OB4: System Error

A System Error obstacle comes from a flaw in the VUI system’s architecture. For example, a known bug was participants
sometimes needed to execute the Cancel intent twice to cancel
an event properly. We believe this issue came from Dialogflow,
since participants’ first attempt mapped to an unknown Cancel
intent we did not make or design.

OB1: Unfamiliar Intent

When a participant is unfamiliar with a VUI system, this can
manifest itself in two ways: 1) The participant says something
(an utterance) that is structured in a way the NLP cannot parse,

Tactic Categories

Based on the usage data, we identified ten main categories of
tactics. Their breakdown is summarized in Figure 3.

when encountering a Failed Feedback obstacle and said, “Not
sure...It keeps asking for the start time. But it never asks for
when it ends...So maybe I should start over. Ok, I am going to
start over and try again.”
T8: Frustration Attempts. A participant rapidly tries many
different tactics in a burst of frustration. There is not much
thought put in each utterance. Even though this tactic is a
combination of others, we decided to give it its own category because unlike the other tactics, this is not as deliberate.
Instead, the participant is trying anything and everything to
overcome the obstacle.

Figure 3. % of Total Tactics Recorded (457)

T1: Hyperarticulation. The participant speaks louder and/or
slower; trying to clearly articulate her utterance.
T2: Simplification. A participant reduces the complexity of
her utterance, normally removing content words and leaving
keywords.

T9: Quitting. The participant quits the task and does not
overcome the obstacle at all. While this is not a tactic to
overcome obstacles, it is an important category to record. It
shows when a participant no longer wishes to continue with a
task and gives up.
T10: Recall. Through the Think Aloud process, we observed
participants recall the correct utterance without aid of the GUI
while facing an obstacle. This shows the participant is learning
the VUI and pauses to reflect on that knowledge to overcome
an obstacle.

T3: New Utterance. A participant tries a different utterance
to achieve the same intent, by using one that is supported and
specified in the menu, or inventing their own. For instance,
Participant 11 experienced an NLP Error obstacle when his
utterance, “Modify math group meeting” was processed as
“Modify mask group meeting.” Participant 10 next said “Edit”
instead of “Modify” because he was not sure what went wrong
the first time, and tried out a different utterance.

For tactics, Hyperarticulation (T1) was used the most, as past
research has pointed out [7, 15, 8]; totaling 40.48% of the total
tactics used. We found that tactics 1-4, Hyperarticulation (T1),
Use More Info (T4), Simplification (T2), and New Utterance
(T3), were the most used, totaling 77.46% of the totals tactics
employed.

T4: Use More Info. A participant adds more information
to an utterance, believing it will help the system understand
what they want to achieve. When Participant 8 experienced
an NLP Error obstacle while trying to edit an event, he then
said “Modify group meeting on Wednesday.” By saying, “on
Wednesday,” he hoped the VUI system would have more information to retrieve the event he was trying to edit correctly.
This tactic suggests the participant overestimates the VUI’s
intelligence.

The breakdown of what percentage of tactics used for each
obstacle can be seen in Figure 5. Hyperarticulation (T1) was
the most used tactic for each obstacle but was employed the
most for NLP Error obstacles. Tactics we expected would
occur often were surprisingly low, with Rely on GUI (6.78%)
and Recall (3.28%).

T5: Rely on GUI. Participant looks at DiscoverCal’s GUI for
direction. For example, Participant 1 thinks aloud while trying
to figure out how to create an event and looks at the GUI’s
menu. “So on the side is says, ’Add an event on.’ So I am going
to say that...” Since we had video footage of the participants
using DiscoverCal, we could observe when participants look
at its menu for help. Participants would also note this aloud
during testing.
T6: Settling. Participant settles and accepts a flaw in creating
or modifying an event. For Participant 12, the NLP misheard
“Ethics” as “FX” when he was trying to create a study group
meeting for an Ethics course. After several attempts to correct
the title, Participant 12 settled, and accepted the incorrect title.
T7: Restarting. If a participant cannot overcome an obstacle
using the previous tactics, the participant may cancel or delete
the event and restart. For example, Participant 6 was not
sure why she could not change the end time for an event

Obstacle and Tactic Patterns

Fallback Tactics

We observed that tactics 6-9 (Settling, Restarting, Frustration
Attempts, and Quitting) were fallback tactics that were commonly coupled with a participant’s confusion and frustration.
The count of these fallback tactics were relatively low, making up 12.47% of total tactics recorded. In Figure 5, we see
Settling (T6) used the most for Unfamiliar Intent (OB1) and
System Error (OB4) obstacles. The Restarting tactic (T7) was
used more for Failed Feedback (OB3) obstacles compared
to the other tactics employed, with Unfamiliar Intent (OB1)
and System Error (OB4) obstacles getting lower but similar
results. The Frustration Attempts (T8) tactic made up a similar
percentage of total tactics for Unfamiliar Intent (OB1) and
NLP Error (OB2) obstacles. Quitting (T9) was only recorded
once for a Failed Feedback (OB3) and once for a System Error
(OB4) obstacle. Since we see these fallback tactics used more
for Unfamiliar Intent (OB1), Failed Feedback (OB3), and System Error (OB4) obstacles, this could suggest participants
experience a higher level of frustration and confusion when
encountering these obstacles.

Figure 4. Heat maps representing the probability of transitioning from one tactic (row) to another (column) for our obstacle categories

Simplification (T2) v. Use More Info (T4)

Existing literature suggests the Hyperarticulation (T1) and
Simplification (T2) tactics should be the most used [15, 8].
Our data shows that the Use More Info (T4) tactic was used
almost as much Simplification (T2), its opposite tactic (Figure
3). Participants would provide more information when facing
an obstacle in an effort to “help” the VUI process their intent
correctly. The Use More Info (T4) tactic was often seen when
the participants overestimated the VUI’s intelligence. We
speculate that the rise in Use More Info (T4) tactic could mean
the VUI’s intelligence is not being properly conveyed.

j after having just deployed tactic i. In other words, Ti (row
number) is used before Tj (column number). We calculated an
additional 11th row for each table showing the probability for
each tactic being the first one deployed for an obstacle.
Given that the number of samples available to estimate these
probabilities is small, we employed Laplace smoothing. Figure 4 shows a visualization of the resulting probability tables
for each of the 4 obstacles, where we have shaded the cells
with higher probability green/blue and those with lower probability red. As can be seen, several interesting patterns emerge.
Hyperarticulation (T1) is a tool used across obstacles. For
NLP Error (OB2) obstacles, the Hyperarticulation (T1) tactic
has a high probability of being used first and again after other
tactics, except for Use More Info (T4), Frustration Attempts
(T8), and Quitting (T9). This reflects our observations during
the sessions of Hyperarticulation (T1) being combined with
other tactics and occurring more often if the participant knew
an NLP error happened.

Figure 5. Percentage of each tactic used for each obstacle

Tactic Transition Patterns

To analyze common patterns in the sequential deployment of
the different tactics for each category of obstacle, we calculated the probability of each tactic being deployed after another
tactic. To avoid the combinatorial explosion of 10 tactics, we
simplified the multiple coding in the following way: When
an utterance using T1 T2 is followed by another utterances
with T3, we considered as if T1 is followed by T3 and also T2
followed by T3. The converse is true. This way, we can more
easily spot trends in the transition. The limitation is that our
graph does not show the common types of tactic combinations.
We illustrate our findings with heat maps, seen in Figure 4,
with a scale of 0-70% indicating the probability of a transition.
Since we identified 10 different tactics, this resulted in a 10 by
10 table of probabilities. The probability in row i and column
j represents the probability of a participant deploying tactic

Frustration leads to more frustration. For NLP Error (OB2)
obstacles, we see the pattern of Frustration Attempts (T8) followed by itself. We see this again, but with a lower probability
for Unfamiliar Intents (OB1) and System Error (OB4) obstacles. This could indicate that the Frustration Attempts (T8)
tactic “episodes” occur for these obstacles.
Different initial approaches for obstacles Unfamiliar Intent
(OB1) and System Error (OB4). We can also see that for
obstacles NLP Error (OB2) and Failed Feedback (OB3), participants tend to always start with Hyperarticulation (T1). This
is particularly notable for NLP Error (OB2) obstacles, where
the probability that a participant starts with tactic T1 is 0.658.
Whereas for obstacles Unfamiliar Intent (OB1) and System
Error (OB4) other tactics such as Use More Info (T4) and Rely
on GUI (T5) are common for Unfamiliar Intent (OB1) obstacles and Use More Info (T4) is also common for System Error
(OB4) obstacles. This lower probability could indicate that
participants have more diverse approaches to these obstacles
and use Hyperarticulation (T1) less.
Participants exploring utterances for Unfamiliar Intents (OB1)
and System Error (OB4) obstacles. When looking at System Error obstacles (OB4), we see that the common patterns
of Use More Info (T4) followed by Simplification (T2), and

New Utterance (T3) followed by New Utterance (T3) (that we
observed in Unfamiliar Intents (OB1)) again appear. But we
also see some new common sequences such as Simplification
(T2) followed by Use More Info (T4) and the inverse. Tactics
2-4 are exploratory tactics where the participant is creating
new utterances. This could indicate participants took an exploratory/guessing style approach to overcoming obstacles for
these tactics.
Participant’s Background

Since all of our participants self-reported they had technical
backgrounds, we could not analyze the impact of technical
proficiency. We performed significance tests comparing gender, previous VUI usage (e.g. Siri and/or Alexa), and control
versus experimental groups (DiscoverCal with and without
ADTs). We found these characteristics did not have significant impact on the obstacles they encountered or the tactics
employed. We did find that among our participants, two with
a non-English accent did encounter more NLP Error obstacles on average, but remained consistent with the rest of the
participants for the other obstacles.
DISCUSSION

Our goal was to understand better what obstacles people face
when using unfamiliar VUIs and how they overcome them.
We believe our research indicates that although NLP Error
obstacles are the most common, they are not the biggest threat
to VUI UX. Also, based on our findings we suggest our participants approached obstacles by guessing more than relying on
GUI support.
The Implications of VUI Obstacles.
There is a sentiment among some developers that the advancement of NLP will automatically resolve many existing problems of VUIs. This type of advancement is crucial, as the
data shows that NLP Errors make up 52.1% of the obstacles
participants encountered in our sample. We believe that although NLP Error obstacles are the most frequent, they are
not the biggest threat to the UX of VUIs. We found that when
encountering an NLP Error obstacle, participants relied the
most on the Hyperarticulation tactic. For the majority of the
cases, if it is clear to the participant an NLP Error occurred,
she is confident that Hyperarticulation is the solution. For this
obstacle, we observed participants having the most correct
mental model of the error. Participant 12 explains his correct
mental model for overcoming an NLP Error obstacle. “So
I stopped for a second and thought about the words that it
was having trouble with, and what specifically it was having
trouble with, with that word. So with the whole ‘ethics’ thing,
it was the problem of the ‘TH’ sound versus the ‘S’ sound. And
so I took a second to make sure the next time I did it I really
enunciated the ‘TH’ sound so that it tried to do something a
little better.”
The other obstacles, Unfamiliar Intent, Failed Feedback, and
System Errors, had a more distributed range of tactics. This
could indicate that while NLP Error obstacles occur more often, participants did not have a correct mental model of the
other obstacles and were less clear on how to solve them. As
discussed, the fallback tactics 6-9, Settling, Restarting, Frustration Attempts, and Quitting, indicate when participants were

experiencing confusion and/or frustration. As seen in Figure
5, Settling, Restarting, and Quitting tactics made up more of
the total tactics used for the Unfamiliar Intent, Failed Feedback, and/or System Error obstacles. Only for the Frustrated
Attempts tactic do we see NLP Error and Unfamiliar Intent obstacles having the highest and similar percentage. This could
indicate that users were forced to rely more heavily on the
fallback tactics for the Unfamiliar Intent, Failed Feedback, and
System Error obstacles. And since these tactics show frustration and confusion are present, these obstacles could pose a
larger threat to the UX of VUIs by raising negative emotions.
However, the clearer mental model that participants had of
NLP Error obstacles relies on the feedback given by the VUI
system. DiscoverCal was designed to “read” back what it processed the user said for many different types of errors. Without
this type of feedback, participants may not have known an
NLP error occurred, and may not have been able to create a
correct mental model of the error. We note this to highlight the
importance of feedback in a VUI system and suggest future
VUI designers consider the ways their system will let users
know or find out if an NLP error occurred.
Guessing tactics observed more than GUI usage and recall.
Unfamiliar Intent obstacles were seen to have the most diverse
tactics used initially in our probability tables (Figure 4). When
looking at the breakdown of the tactics used for this obstacle
in Figure 5, we see the the VUI menu was often neglected.
The Recall tactic, which indicates when participants relied
on their knowledge of the system and remembered a correct
utterance or intent, was low for each obstacle too. Participants
approached Unfamiliar Intent obstacles without consulting
the menu shown much less than expected and said what they
believed to be the correct utterance instead. The Rely on GUI
tactic made up <10% of tactics used for Unfamiliar Intent,
NLP Error, and System Error obstacles; even though our VUI’s
menu was always displayed. Relying on GUI support was not
the first choice of our participants. Instead participants relied
more on Hyperarticulation, Simplification, New Utterance,
and Use More Info tactics.
The Simplification, New Utterance, and Use More Info tactics
are different versions of guessing. These tactics suggest the
participant is trying to figure out what amount of information
the VUI needs to execute an intent without consulting the
VUI’s menu. And since these tactics made up a higher percentage of the total tactics used for Unfamiliar Intent, NLP Error,
and System Error obstacles, we can speculate participants
were more comfortable with guessing and exploring these
obstacles than relying on the GUI. The exception here is the
Failed Feedback obstacle with the Rely on GUI tactic making
up 12.31% of the tactics used. This could indicate that with
Failed Feedback obstacles, participants feel less comfortable
guessing and revert to visual aid. Since all of our participants
had technical backgrounds, further research is needed to analyze if this characteristic impacted this "guessing" approach.
As the Failed Feedback obstacle indicates, this does not mean
that visual aides are obsolete. It could mean that VUI design
needs to place a higher emphasis on designing for exploration.
VUI systems can be built to support this. Research on effec-

tive VUI tutorials exists [2], but we believe further research
on designing utterances to support this initial exploration by
participants can significantly aid in reducing Unfamiliar Intent
obstacles. Visual guides can be provided, if the VUI system
has a visual component, during detected obstacles instead;
providing the support users need.
CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK

This paper identified 4 major categories of obstacles people
face when using an unfamiliar VUI and 10 types of tactics
they use to overcome them. We analyzed the patterns in which
participants employed different tactics for each obstacle category and identified the transition patterns between tactics.
In our results, the opposite tactics of Simplification and Use
More Info are the most frequently used tactics, after Hyperarticulation. We found that although NLP Error obstacles are
the most common, the other obstacles caused more frustration
and confusion to our participants. This indicates that improving VUI’s UX requires further research in both NLP and in
interaction design (e.g., feedback). Regarding tactic patterns,
our participants, even with their technical backgrounds, relied
more on guessing and exploration than knowledge recall or
visual aids. This highlights the need for further research on
supporting user-directed exploration and learning, in addition
to standard tutorial and menus in VUIs.
Our study is limited to a small size of 36 sessions with 12
participants. Future work can be extended to analyze a larger
sample and different demographics; specifically examining the
obstacles and tactic patterns of non-technology comfortable
users. DiscoverCal is also a VUI with a visual display, certain
tactics such as Rely on GUI will not apply to all VUIs. Our
study analyzes data retrieved from user interactions with a
single context VUI (calendar management). Our categories
can be used to evaluate more advanced, multi-context VUIs,
like Alexa and Google Assistant. These categories can also be
used by VUI designers to evaluate their own VUI systems.
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